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The Spy Satellite Secrets in Hillary’s Emails
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These weren’t just ordinary secrets found in Clinton’s private server, but some of the most classified material the U.S.
government has.

After months of denials and delaying actions, Hillary Clinton has decided to turn over her private email server  to the
Department of Justice. As this controversy has grown since the spring, Clinton and her campaign operatives have
repeatedly denied that she had placed classified information in her personal email while serving as secretary of state
during President Obama’s first term. (“I am confident that I never sent nor received any information that was classified
at the time it was sent and received,” she said last month.) Her team also denied that she would ever hand over her
server to investigators. Now both those assertions have been overturned.

Hillary Clinton has little choice but to hand over her server to authorities since it now appears increasingly likely that
someone on her staff violated federal laws regarding the handling of classified materials. On August 11, after
extensive investigation, the intelligence community’s inspector general reported to Congress that it had found several
violations of security policy in Clinton’s personal emails.

Most seriously, the inspector general assessed that Clinton’s emails included information that was highly classified—
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yet mislabeled as unclassified. Worse, the information in question should have been classified up to the level of “TOP
SECRET//SI//TK//NOFORN,” according to the inspector general’s report.

You may have seen acronym lists like these on declassified documents before—and glazed over them. This is the
arcane language of the cleared cognoscenti, so let me explain what this means:

• TOP SECRET, as the name implies, is the highest official classification level in the U.S. government, defined as
information whose unauthorized release “could cause exceptionally grave damage to national security or foreign
relations.”

• SI refers to Special Intelligence, meaning it is information derived from intercepted communications, which is the
business of the National Security Agency, America’s single biggest source of intelligence. They’re the guys who
eavesdrop on phone calls, map who’s calling whom, and comb through emails. SI is a subset of what the intelligence
community calls Sensitive Compartmented Information, or SCI. And these materials always require special handling
and protection. They are to be kept in a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility, or SCIF, which is a special
hardened room that is safe from both physical and electronic intrusion.

• TK refers to Talent Keyhole, which is an intelligence community caveat indicating that the classified material was
obtained via satellite.

• NOFORN, as the name implies, means that the materials can only be shown to Americans, not to foreigners.

In short: Information at the “TOP SECRET//SI//TK//NOFORN” level is considered exceptionally highly classified and
must be handled with great care under penalty of serious consequences for mishandling. Every person who is
cleared and “read on” for access to such information signs reams of paperwork and receives detailed training about
how it is to be handled, no exceptions—and what the consequences will be if the rules are not followed.

People found to have willfully mishandled such highly classified information often face severe
punishment. Termination of employment, hefty fines, even imprisonment can result.

In the real world, people with high-level clearances are severely punished for willfully violating such rules. At a
minimum, those suspected of mishandling things like NSA “signals intelligence”—intercepts calls, emails, and the like
—have their clearances suspended pending the outcome of the investigation into their misconduct. Any personal
items—computers, electronics—where federal investigators suspect the classified material wound up, wrongly, will be
impounded and searched. If it has TOP SECRET//SI information on it, “your” computer now belongs to the
government, because it is considered classified.

People found to have willfully mishandled such highly classified information often face severe punishment.
Termination of employment, hefty fines, even imprisonment can result. Yes, people really do go to jail for mishandling
classified materials. Matthew Aid, a writer on intelligence matters, served more than a year in prison for mishandling
TOP SECRET//SI information from the NSA, for example. The well-connected tend to avoid jail, however. Sandy
Berger and John Deutsch—who both served in high-level positions under President Bill Clinton, did not go to prison
for mishandling TOP SECRET intelligence (though Berger got probation and was fined $50,000).

What, then, does all this mean for Hillary Clinton? There is no doubt that she, or someone on her State Department
staff, violated federal law by putting TOP SECRET//SI information on an unclassified system. That it was Hillary’s
private, offsite server makes the case even worse from a security viewpoint. Claims that they “didn’t know” such
information was highly classified do not hold water and are irrelevant. It strains belief that anybody with clearances
didn’t recognize that NSA information, which is loaded with classification markings, was signals intelligence, or
SIGINT. It’s possible that the classified information found in Clinton’s email trove wasn’t marked as such. But if that
classification notice was omitted, it wasn’t the U.S. intelligence community that took such markings away. Moreover,
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anybody holding security clearances has already assumed the responsibility for handling it properly.

As secretary of state, Hillary Clinton had no authority to disseminate intelligence-community information on her own,
neither could she make it less highly classified (a process termed “downgrading” in the spy trade) without asking
permission first.

It is a very big deal and less-connected people who do this sort of thing ruin their lives, as any IC counterintelligence
official can attest. During my NSA time, I saw junior personnel terminated for relatively minor infractions of security
regulations. While the U.S. government unquestionably does over-classify items on the policy side, where almost
everything in the Defense and State Departments gets some sort of classification stamp, not usually at a high level,
intelligence reporting by its very nature is classified. If you don’t want the responsibility of a high-level government
position, which inevitably brings with it TOP SECRET//SI access, then don’t accept that burden.

There’s still a lot we don’t know about Hillary Clinton’s Emailgate. Exactly how many emails contained TOP
SECRET//SI information is unclear. We may never know since thousands of emails were already destroyed by
Clinton. Who exactly placed the classified information in emails—it may not have been Hillary Clinton—and how did
they access the information in the first place? How many of her staffers at Foggy Bottom were also using her
personal server?

Underlying all this is the question of why Hillary Clinton decided to employ her own private email and server to handle
so much of her official State Department business. This is, to say the least, highly irregular—not to mention a violation
of numerous U.S. government rules and regulations—so there had to be a compelling reason to do this. What was it?

The Clinton campaign was concerned enough about the issue to send out an email blast Wednesday afternoon with
the subject line: “A note about Hillary Clinton’s emails.” 

“You might hear some news over the next few days about Hillary Clinton’s emails,” began the email from Jennifer
Palmieri, the communications director for Hillary for America.

“Because you are an important part of this team, we wanted to take a few minutes to talk through the facts—we need
your help to make sure they get out there. There’s a lot of misinformation, so bear with us; the truth matters on this.” 
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Follow The Daily Beast

Underneath the greeting were several bolded bullet points, including, “Hillary didn’t send any classified materials over
email.” There was also a link to a longer, 4,000+ word explanation of why Clinton used a private email address and
server in her official capacity as secretary of state.

The FBI is now on the case and one hopes they will exercise due diligence in their investigation of what may be a
serious leak of classified information, made worse by the fact that Clinton’s personal server was wholly unencrypted
for three months, leaving it wide open to exploitation by foreign intelligence services.

The number of spy services interested in the communications of the U.S. secretary of state numbers more than a
hundred. Given their technical proficiency, it’s naïve to assume that the Russians and Chinese aren’t among them—a
fact that John Kerry, the current secretary, recently admitted.

It’s safe to assume, then, that Moscow and Beijing know what Hillary’s “private” emails as Secretary of State
contained. Let’s hope that the American public will someday as well.
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Scott Walker Is Two-Faced on China
The Wisconsin governor wants Obama to shun the Chinese president. Sadly, Walker forgot his state depends on
China to make its economy work.

Add China to the list of topics that are awkward for Scott Walker.

This afternoon, the Wisconsin governor and presidential contender raised eyebrows by calling on President Obama to
cancel the upcoming state visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping to the U.S.

“Americans are struggling to cope with the fall in today’s markets driven in part by China’s slowing economy and the
fact that they actively manipulate their economy,” Walker said in a statement to press. “Rather than honoring Chinese
President Xi Jinping with an official state visit next month, President Obama should focus on holding China
accountable over its increasing attempts to undermine U.S. interests.”

But here’s the thing: The Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation—which was a key part of Walker’s
(unsuccessful) plan to bring 250,000 jobs to the state during his first term as governor, currently has two “Global Trade
Ventures” advertised in 2016—to China. And in 2013, per Forbes, the governor met with Xi Jinping while in China on
a trip promoting trade between his state and the country. 

WEDC’s website lists two trips, one in January of 2016 and another in May.
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“Americans are struggling to cope with the fall in today's markets driven in part by China's slowing
economy and the fact that they actively manipulate their economy,” Walker said.

“Whether you’re looking for customers or distributors to help you expand your global reach (or both), WEDC’s
targeted trade ventures will help you build the relationships necessary for increased international sales,” the site says.
“As a member of a WEDC trade venture delegation, you will receive a high-level country briefing from WEDC’s
market development director before commencing a well-organized tour of the country’s major markets. At each stop,
you will participate in pre-arranged, customized meetings with companies whose needs or capabilities align with your
export objectives.”

The first trip, in January, advertises an official WEDC-organized trade venture delegation. The second listed, which
WEDC also endorses, is sponsored by the Conference of Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Governors and Premiers.
The site also notes that China is Wisconsin’s largest trading partner outside of this continent, and that China’s
economic growth could be a boon to Wisconsin businesses.

“Societal changes in China will improve export opportunities for Wisconsin companies,” the site says.

“The rise of the middle class and urbanization throughout China make it a high-growth market where Wisconsin
communities can build on relationships already established,” it continues. “China’s changes drive demand for
products and technology. Meanwhile, Wisconsin businesses could also benefit from offshore service contracts for
legal, financial and health care work.”

Walker spoke favorably of trade relations between Wisconsin and China when he visited there.

“Beijing and Shanghai are still growing populations, growing markets and growing opportunities for us,” he said on the
2013, per Forbes. “There is tremendous market growth potential for Wisconsin businesses in many different areas,”
he added at the time.

Scot Ross, who heads the progressive group One Wisconsin Now, criticized the governor for the apparent
incongruency.

“Scott Walker doesn’t understand what’s going on in the world and doesn’t know what’s going on in his state,” he said.
“In his desperate attempt to out-Trump Trump, Scott Walker has out-Palined Palin.”

“It’s pretty rich for a guy who’s had three positions on immigration in a week to be telling the President to get a
backbone,” he added.

WEDC has also drawn a slough of criticism. Beyond failing to deliver on Walker’s promise of 250,000 new jobs, the
organization—a public-private partnership that replaced the state’s department of commerce—has drawn bipartisan
criticism for giving out awards without formal staff reviews to businesses that later failed.

Walker’s campaign did not immediately return a request for comment. A WEDC spokesperson did not immediately
respond to a request for more information about the trade delegations and whether he feared they could face
cancellation because of the governor’s opposition to Jinping’s state visit.
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Take A Sideways Ride Into The World Of Drift Culture
Getting a serious adrenaline rush in a car isn’t just about crossing the finish line.

It takes a lot to grab our attention in this overstimulated world. You Auto Know: Ideas That Move Us , our drivetastic
new editorial series sponsored by Autotrader, celebrates those fun and fascinating stories worth stopping for.

It’s a serious adrenaline rush. It’s one of the fastest growing global and cultural phenomenons of the past decade.
When it comes to car racing, the thrill is no longer solely about who is crossing the finish line the fastest. With cars
that have the horsepower of a thousand plus, tires that can smoke like no other, and drifters with almost superpower
skills in sliding cars to their ultimate edge and going sideways, the fiercest allure in current car culture lies in drifting.

Born on the streets of Japan in the 1970’s, competitive and street car drifting is quickly becoming a must-have
passenger or viewer experience. From the Formula D circuit to drift battles and the latest high profile films and
commercials featuring incredible drifting sequences, car drifting undeniably possesses a unique appeal not found in
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other aspects of car culture.  Rather than focusing on speed and the race to the finish line, car drifting is far more
subjective.  In the world of drifting, Rich Rutherford, a top drifter and stunt driver in award-winning car commercials
and feature films, says it best when he shares that, “Most car racing in general is about whoever crosses the finish
line first wins. Drifting is about competing with the other guy but not necessarily trying to cross the finish line quicker
than he does. If you’re following him, you’re trying to mimic him. If you’re leading, you’re putting a gap between you.
 And then after you show what you can do, the judges determine who wins the battle. It’s like a dance off.”

Since the 1990’s when the Japanese organization D1 brought competitive drifting to the US, this vehicular “dance off”
has been garnering fans and participants in droves.

Rutherford, who frequently drifts the top cars in the market, captures the art of what makes drifting such a visual feast
for the eyes. With drifting, drivers are  “taking the car to the limit and you’re right on the edge of spinning out but you
don’t. It’s visually awesome to look at drifting versus a smooth car going through a corner quickly… you’re suddenly
seeing a car with smoke pouring out and you can hear its engine thundering and everything is connecting perfectly.”

Most car racing in general is about whoever crosses the finish line first wins. Drifting is about
competing with the other guy but not necessarily trying to cross the finish line quicker than he does. 

Ultimately, the formula for great car drifting on the streets and on a course is about merging the right tools with a keen
sense of balance. Rutherford explains that the key to mastering car drifting starts with selecting a car with manual
transmission, a lot of horsepower, and a lot of steering angle which leads to turning the car tires at bigger angles and
resulting in bigger slides.  In other words, if you can control the steering, you can control the slides. “You’re dancing
with the car to the course that you’re driving so you’re connecting it all and being smooth about it but also being on
the limit…this means having the biggest angle of slide you could possibly have without sliding out and connecting that
through out the whole course. This is the tricky part about drifting because you have right and left turns and you’ll
want maximum slide throughout the corner every time,” says Rutherford.

But it’s not all about sliding. To witness the height of tension in drifting sideways, a drift battle is where seeing a car
sliding sideways with another car makes crowds mesmerized and shriek from the sidelines. Rutherford points out just
how important having impeccable drifting skills are when he says “if you’re trying to slide the car at the biggest angle
you can get and you just go slightly over it, you’re going to spin out and if there’s another car behind you, they are
going to collect you and you definitely don’t want that!”

So factor in those elements and smoke those tires, rev those engines, and get ready to drift or least appreciate the
incredible art of drifting. And if you ever decide to invest in a car with major drifting power or are headed to drift
battles, Rutherford shares his top cars to drift in and drivers to be impressed by.

The Wheels To Drift In

Porsche Carrera GT

“Such a great car. Everything about its ergonomics, the power, the sound is just beautiful.”

BMW M3 and M4

“This is more of a driver’s car. Has a big steering angle.”

BMW M6

“So much horsepower and torque. A total ball to drive.”

Dodge Challenger



“A domestic US car with a lot of horsepower and torque.”

In The Drifter’s Seat

Vaughn Gittin

“Vaughn has a super aggressive style and he goes for it every run, not leaving anything on that table. He goes flat
out.”

Fredric Aasbo

“I love the consistency to Fredric’s drifting and the lines that he drives.”

Chris Forsberg

“Chris’s drifting style is close to a combination of Vaughn and Frederick’s. He’s aggressive and very consistent all at
once.”

FOX
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‘Simpsons’ Writer: Trump Presidential Run ‘Not as Fun as It Should Be’
Dan Greaney, who wrote the episode that predicted a Donald Trump presidency, says he’s having a hard time finding
comedy in the billionaire’s campaign—and offers some words of wisdom.
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The Fox sitcom allegedly predicted the Syrian civil war—in an episode that was reputedly part of a massive
international conspiracy to foment mayhem in the Arab world. And The Simpsons supposedly predicted 9/11, the
future of technology, the Greece-Eurozone crisis, the Ebola outbreak, and the trillion-dollar coin, to name a few.

“He should go back to being the lovable, blustering Trump of 2000, not the polarizing one of 2015.
More bluster, less peevishness.”

More recently, the animated series has been credited with foretelling the ascendency of future American President
Donald J. Trump.

In the March 2000 episode “Bart to the Future,” Bart Simpson gets a glimpse into his future: His sister Lisa is
president of the United States and has “inherited quite a budget crunch from President Trump.”

Secretary Milhouse Van Houten breaks the bad news to President Simpson that the country is broke and that much of
its budget woes can be blamed on the Trump administration’s misguided investment in “our nation’s children.”

The episode aired after Trump had been mulling a run for the White House for the 2000 election. (He ultimately
decided to stay out of the race.) Fifteen years later—with 2016 Trumpmania in full swing—the Simpsons team is
feeling somewhat, if jokingly, vindicated.

“Well, we were not entirely wrong,” Dan Greaney, who wrote the episode, told The Daily Beast. (Greaney also coined
the term “embiggen,” for all you Simpsons nerds out there.) “That’s the America we know and love, doing what it
does.”

Greaney says he had completely forgotten about the episode until it was cited—by The Washington Post, Mashable,
and Deadline, among other news outlets—as yet another example of the Simpsons writing crew’s uncanny ability to
see into the future. (“Entertainment Weekly said it was the worst episode in the history of the show, [so] I was hoping
to have an opportunity to have the episode reevaluated, anyway,” he said.)

“[President Trump] came out of this show’s take on America—the sort of thing America would kind of do,” Greaney
added. “And this was when Trump was, frankly, less negative than he is now. He was a little more lovable back then,
before the birther thing and all that.”

And why, according to the show, would a Trump presidency leave the country dead broke? “That’s how his presidency
went wrong in our imagination: He overspent, he went nuts!” Greaney said. “Our Trump was a builder.”

There’s something else about “Bart to the Future” that Trump, now the Republican presidential frontrunner, might
appreciate, given his relentless campaign-trail China-mongering. Late in the episode, when President Simpson meets
with America’s angry creditor nations, a representative from China is seated at the table. To buy the Simpson
administration more time to pay down its debt, Bart plays a mind game with the Chinese:

“Our whole maneuver that we used to deal with China is Bart appealing to China to be cool,” Greaney said. “If America
follows Bart’s plan, everything will be fine.”

As for Trump’s 2016 campaign—which has been defined largely by his controversial statements on Mexicans,
women, and POWs—Greaney says he’s disappointed and that he doesn’t see as much comedy in it as he thinks he
ought to.

“It’s just not as fun as it should be,” he lamented. He also has some advice for the GOP frontrunner:

“He should go back to being the lovable, blustering Trump of 2000, not the polarizing one of 2015. More bluster, less
peevishness.”
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Scorned Spouses Cheer Ashley Madison Hack
Spouses are taking to online ‘infidelity survival’ forums after finding their partners’ names in the massive Ashley
Madison data dump.

If there’s one corner of the Internet to keep your eye on in the wake of the Ashley Madison data dump, it’s Surviving
Infidelity (SI). As one of the largest and longest-running communities for people with cheating partners and spouses,
SI is already feeling the impact of the massive hack. Nowhere else will you find a group of people more devastated by
Ashley Madison, nor more jubilant about its misfortune.

On Tuesday, a group of hackers calling themselves the Impact Team made good on their late July threat against Avid
Life Media and released 10 gigabytes of user data from the extramarital dating website Ashley Madison, including 36
million user email addresses. Initially released on the Deep Web, the data is only now beginning to surface online in
more easily searchable forms.

On Wednesday morning, one poster calling herself DevastatedMother has already turned to SI for help, claiming that
a friend had discovered her husband in the Ashley Madison data dump and forwarded the information to her. She
says that she has been married for 12 years and that she has two children, ages 10 and 4.

She wrote: “I recognized his e-mail address and picture, as well as his credit card information, which matched one
[of] his. In addition, some of his messages were printed which said that he is in a boring marriage. I’ve been
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devastated all day. I searched for forums and found this one. My husband is due home tomorrow from a business trip,
and now I don’t know what to do.”

Her experience is one that millions of men and women could be having right now as suspicions give way to Internet
searches. Now that the Ashley Madison user data is roaming free in the wilds of the web, sniffing out a cheating
spouse has become easier than ever. More discoveries are certainly forthcoming in the days to come.

When news of the hack broke last month, one SI poster predicted that the forum would quickly reach a new
milestone: “I have a feeling that the 50,000th person joining here at SI is coming sooner than we think.”

With today’s news, SI is anticipating even more growth.

The man who co-founded the website—who requested to be identified by his username MangledHeart—told The
Daily Beast, “We are expecting a surge of new members as the data become more available to the public.”

On the SI forums, members talk in detail about every aspect of infidelity: discovery, betrayal, divorce, newly single life,
reconciliation. The website was launched in 2002—one year after Ashley Madison—by MangledHeart and his wife,
who had previously worked through the latter’s extramarital affair with the help of another online community. Since
then, SI has grown into a premier web destination for scorned spouses—and some penitent cheaters—with up to
10,000 users visiting daily.

“Some of his messages were printed which said that he is in a boring marriage. I’ve been devastated
all day.”

MangledHeart calls the site “cyclical by nature,” with veteran members remaining in the community to help
newcomers like DevastatedMother process and heal from their experiences.

“We have been told many times over the years that SurvivngInfidelity.com not only saved peoples’ marriages, it has
also saved lives,” he told The Daily Beast.

The first things you’ll notice when browsing the SI forums are the abbreviations—dozens of them. Infidelity is a
complex phenomenon that affects everyone differently, but there are apparently enough touchstones to warrant a
small dialect.

One important shorthand is D-Day for “discovery day,” or the day when someone first uncovers evidence that his or
her partner has been unfaithful. Frequent SI posters list their D-Day in their signature lines. August 2015 is bound to
become one of the most common D-Days yet.

There’s TT for “trickle truth,” which describes the slow pace at which cheaters reveal details about an affair to their
partner. The longest is ILYBINILWY (“I love you but I’m not in love with you”)—a refrain that many BSes (betrayed
spouses) hear from their WSes (wayward spouses) during an EMA (extramarital affair).

Got all that?

“The acronyms can be a hurdle for new members,” MangledHeart admitted, which is why the staff compiled them into
a helpful list for the uninitiated.

But once you learn the language, something else becomes eminently clear: SI members despise Ashley Madison,
and for good reason. The heartbreak that permeates SI does indeed provide a compelling rebuttal to Ashley
Madison’s adultery-promoting tagline: “Life is short. Have an affair.” MangledHeart cites the slogan as proof that the
dating website is “the very opposite of what we stand for.”

http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/forums.asp?tid=565760&AP=41
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/23/infidelity-marriage_n_3639916.html
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/library.asp


Ever since the leak was announced last month, SI has been cheering on its hoped-for demise.

“Well, my oh my. What a DAMNED shame!” typed one sarcastic member.

“Bravo. So pleased,” wrote another.

When asked how he felt about the Ashley Madison hack, MangledHeart stopped shy of condoning it: “While we do not
agree with using illegal methods of interruptions of service or the exposure of private personal information, we do not
share much sympathy for their situation.”

Frequent SI posters list their D-Day in their signature lines. August 2015 is bound to become one of the
most common D-Days yet.

But SI’s opposition to Ashley Madison is more than just a philosophical objection. The two websites have a great deal
of history. As one of the few forums that ostensibly does not want to attract new members, SI has had to welcome an
alarming number of newcomers from Ashley Madison over the last nine years.

As one user recently wrote: “There are many of us whose marriages were destroyed with Ashley Madison being the
main weapon.”

On Wednesday afternoon, another poster asked, “How many Ashley Madisons are we going to be getting?”

“Already here,” someone reminded him.

By now, Ashley Madison has more than earned its own acronym: AM. It makes frequent appearances in D-Day
stories.

“I found out the hard way and found that WH [wayward husband] has an AM account. He says he opened a profile as
a woman to see if my married friends were cheating on their spouses… but I find that hard to believe,” wrote one user
in 2013.

“I had heard about the site before and couldn’t believe people actually used it,” wrote another woman earlier this year.
“I remember talking with my husband about how horrible it was. I almost threw up when I found out he met the OW
[other woman] on the site.”

Some SI members create fake profiles to message wayward spouses on Ashley Madison: “If he replies, I’ll set a date
to meet him. Surprise!”

Even before the hack, SI members had already apprised themselves of all of the tricks for finding an unfaithful lover
on Ashley Madison. As cheaters have modernized their tactics, so too have their partners. SI members know how to
spot Ashley Madison on a credit card statement: Look for a charge from “ADL Media.” The “ forgot password” trick that
the media reported last month? SI users have known about that one for a while, too. Gone are the receipts and stray
hairs of yesteryear, here are the days of digital sleuthing.

But SI members do more than just investigate suspected infidelity. First and foremost, it’s a support forum built for
people who are experiencing a pain that is no less acute for being common—best estimates place the percentage of
spouses who cheat at around 15 percent of women and 22 percent of men. Ashley Madison may be the SI’s
archnemesis but posters ultimately spend more time helping each other than they do battling their rival.

MangledHeart told The Daily Beast that discussions on the site “typically remain active for days or even months as
the original posters return to read feedback and answer questions as their situation evolves.”

http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/forums.asp?tid=565767
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/forums.asp?tid=565082
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/forums.asp?tid=567977
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/archives.asp?tid=504223
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/archives.asp?tid=514464
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/archives.asp?tid=512004
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/who-needs-hackers-you-can-already-see-whos-on-cheating-site-ashleymadison
http://www.survivinginfidelity.com/forums.asp?tid=544627
http://www.thedailybeast.com/content/dailybeast/articles/2015/06/23/america-s-sexual-hypocrisy-addiction.html


As for DevastatedMother, SI veterans have some strong advice: dig, document, and wait a bit. Confront too soon or
with too little information, they say, and a partner will typically deny the affair and delete the evidence. Above all, the
community has made it clear that they know all too well how she feels.

“Welcome to SI, DevastatedMother,” wrote one user with a listed D-Day in 2010. “I’m so sorry you have to be here.”
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